Abstract. In order to research on students' taking ideological and political education and thinking morality courses in colleges and universities, the author took experiential education for research methods. The author randomly selected two classes from universities to have teaching control, with an experiential education and a traditional education. We make comparative analysis of the final tests before and after the results of the two classes, knowing that the obvious experiential teaching method will help enhance students' interest in the ideological and political education course.
Introduction
In the form of college education reform, the status and role of the ideological and political education in colleges and universities teaching also can not be ignored, but how to make correct thinking when carrying out a full teaching improve the students' ideological and political teaching interest? Therefore, the article will integrate experiential teaching into universities ideological and political education teaching [1] [2] [3] . This not only makes the students get excited of this course, and students can fully demonstrate and achieve while also realizing the overall improvement of themselves [4, 5] .
Experiential pedagogy and research methods
Experiential teaching attracted the attention of scholars in the era of the rise of the quality of education, but also brought a certain impact to the ideological and political education at home and abroad, so experiential teaching methods and ideas is worthy to explore.
Experiential teaching is synchronized with the content of the teaching, and teaching method is in a variety of ways a combination of creative design and layout and organization [6] . At the same time, together with the teacher, tips and guide, and so do the students who are the main part and actively use their brains, hands and actively participate in classroom activities, to participate in the experience, and to give their personal potential into full play in order to improve classroom efficiency and enhance education. As can be seen from Figure 1 experiential pedagogy teaching model, experiential pedagogy focuses on the effective combination of the three: discipline topics, teachers and students. Interactive mode of interaction between teachers and students, for subject teachers between the representation and the role of the pass is a reproduction mode. Teachers teach their students through teaching disciplines theme. For academic topics with students is a way to explore and experience, and also is an experience mode. The three interact and promote each other, and it is the only way to achieve effective transfer of disciplines theme ideas as well as efficient teaching of teachers and students [7] .
From Table 1 showing the traditional teaching and experiential teaching's difference between "understanding", it can be seen traditional teaching, which only concerned to explain and disseminate knowledge, but there is no the experiential teaching to make students actively use their brains to think and to form their own knowledge and insights [8] . The comparative analysis of the paper selected mathematical statistics data, first set the total number of samples y as k, and set vector set after the observational data for each sample, which is m q-element vector, which means that the number of the observed data vector is qm [9, 10] Vector expressions of various observational data are as follows [11, 12] : The decomposition model of the above expression can be expressed as [13, 14] : 
Implementation analysis of experiential teaching methods in the ideological and political education
First for colleges and universities to carry out ideological and political education courses we selected both as a research object, and divided into classes I and II classes. Class I is the major traditional education while experiential education is class II, the first two classes conducted a test of the ideological and political education course, and we record the results, and then we carry out the traditional education and experiential education, which were compared for the final results. Next are the colleges and universities to carry out ideological and political education syllabus requirements to develop a specific schedule of ideological and political education, as is shown in Table 2 . After we usedifferent teaching methods for I, II classes before the experiment and after respectively, the interest of the ideological and political education course survey data is in Table 3 and Figure 2 . From Table 3 , before the experiment, two classes of students' interest in learning the extent of the ideological and political lessons which is comparable to the general reach more than 50% and so do the proportion of students who do not like it. In Figure 2 , the experimental students from two classes of II their interest in learning for the ideological and political course has been greatly improved. There has also been a big difference. Students that are very fond of and like the ratio of the two classes I, II, are on the rise, but the rate of rise of the II class is much larger than I classes. The II classes' very fond is accounting for greater than 50%. In Table 4 , Class I and II students' ideological and political test results scores are significantly better than I, and this is precisely verify the positive role of experiential education for the students' ideological and political education to help improve students' ideological and political interest in teaching, while improving the results of the students' ideological and political course.
Conclusion
Traditional ideological and political education mode not only makes the students into the inherent way, but will also cause the passivity of ideas, which does not fit the actual situation. Truly effective ideological and political education need to be able to deeply rooted deep education. This experiential teaching method for the ideological and political education has played a significant role. For traditional ideological and political education, the teachers merely taken the traditional spoonfeeding way of teaching, not only does not mention the interest of the students in this course, it is unable to obtain the upgrade of the spiritual qualities, just to the courses can be obtained credits. The experiential teaching emphasis is on starting from the student body, to emphasize a people-oriented thinking. The experiential teaching not only makes students' thinking get excited and creation, but also creates a good classroom atmosphere, improving the efficiency of the ideological and political education. It is for the ideological quality and comprehensive development of the students. It is about the students' ideological and political education to the needs of the students, and also about the needs of the community. Students should enhance the quality of their own spiritual and self-development, and improve themselves in an important way, but also meet the social need for the comprehensive development of healthy personality qualities.
